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INTRODUCTION

In evaluating the potential ability of a lake to produce fish,
probably no single standard is s9 important as an estimate of the
amount of bottom fauna (Deevey and Bishop, 1942).
The study of the bottom fauna of Bear Lake was a part of the
investigation of its limnology and fisheries, begun in 1952.

This

study was sponsored through federal monies made available through
the Dingle-Johnson Act.

The primary purpose of the study was to

examine all the evidence in estimating the fish producing capacity of
the lake.

Bear Lake is the second largest fresh water lake in Utah

but has a relatively poor fishery.
oligotrophic lake.

It has the characteristics of an

It is a deep, cold lake with little food and an

abundance of dissolved oxygen.

The lake is a beautiful blue on clear

days, further evidence of an oligotrophic condition.

Only water poor

in organic productivity can be blue (Ruttner, 1953).
My specific objective was to sample the bottom macrofauna at all
depths and in all areas of the lake to determine what organisms are
present and to what extent.

This was necessary to estimate the

of food for bottom feeding fish.

su~ply

The dredging was as extensive as

possible in the time which could be allotted to this phase of the work.
The large area of the open and deeper water region supports a comparatively uniform bottom population.

The inshore rocky zones were exposed

because of low water during most of this study, and the inshore regions
of rooted plants were practically nonexistent.

Figure 1.

Bear Lake showing depth contours, shore line, and
localities
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Figure 2.

Aerial map of Bear Lake
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HISTORY AND SET'I'LEMt;NT OF BEAR LAKE VALLE;Y

Rocky Mountain fur trappers were the first white men to explore
the Bear Lake country.

A party of five trappers; Edward Robinsen,

John Hoback, Jacob Reznor, Martin Cass, and Joseph Miller arrived there
in the winter of 1811-12.

They named the lake and river Miller Lake

and Miller River in honor of Joseph Miller.
Dear Lake Valley in the fall of 1812.
party came to the Bear Lake Valley.

This group returned to the

In 1818 Donald McKenzer and his
They renamed the river and lake,

Bear Lake and Dear River, after seeing many black bear in the area.
July 13,1827, a large rendezvous was held by the trappers near the
present location of Laketown (Beal, 19h2).
AccordinB to Beal (1942) the first white settler was apparently a
trapper named Peg Leg Smith.

He settled on Dingle Island northeast

of Bear Lake sometime between 1827 and 1863.

In the early autumn of

1863, Charles C. Rich was asked by Brigham Young to take a small company
of settlers from Salt Lake to the vicinity of Bear Lake and establish a
settlement.

In the latter part of September 1863, the first Mormon

.

settlers arrived in the valley and settled at the present location of
Paris, Idaho.

As more settlers arrived, more communities were estab-

lished; and within twenty years after they settled Paris, the entire
valley was settled.
fice and sorrow.

The settling of this valley was not without sacri-

Joseph C. Rich, one of the early settlers, in describ-

ing their poor circumstances, states:
There was no distinction of class; hickory shirts and

7
homemade pants remind us that we were all of the earth,
earthy and frost-bitten bread with an occasional sucker
from the lake was not calculated to make us very proud.
(i.:vans, 1936)
There are varying and conflicting reports today of the general
composition of the fish in Dear Lake during the early pioneer days.
In trying to find some first hand reliable information concerning Uiis,
I talked with Dr. i.:dward

r.

Rich of

O~den,

Utah, on January 18, 1958.

Dr. Rich was born in Paris, Idaho, on April 9, 1869, a son of Charles
C. Rich and Mary Fhelps Rich only
the valley.

5 years after the settlers entered

Dr. Rich has a very keen mind and is able to remember

conditions as a boy very well.

In 1880 as a boy of 12, he went fish-

ing wi th the Stock boys and with the use of a seine caught a large
number of suckers and chubs and a few trout.
ive blue patch on head and nose.

The trout had a distinct-

Dr. Rich said that more trout and

many whitefish were taken with gill nets placed out in the deeper
water, but all the trout had the blue marking and were called by the
local people blue trout.

This information of Dr. Rich's gives at

least one man's opinion on the general fish composition of the lake
in early days.

8

PREVIOUS RESEARCH PROJECTS

There have been several studies of Bear Lake.

The first was a

survey made in 1912 by George Kemmerer, J. F. Bovard, and W. R.
Boorman.

This was part of a preliminary investigation by early

ichthyologists of Northwestern lakes of the United States with reference to possibilities of fish production.

These men investigated the

physical and chemical factors of the lake as well as the fish.
Kemmerer, et ale (1923), reported large numbers of bluenose trout
(Salmo virginalis), now believed to be Salmo clarki utah, and Williamson's whi tefish (Coregonus williamsoni) from Dear Lake, as Hell as some
very interesting chemical data.
In 1915 John O. Snyder assisted by Carl L. Hubbs, collected fish
from Bear IJake.

Snyder recognized three new species of whitefish

which he described (1919):

Leucichthys gemHer, Bonneville cisco,

commonly known as the "peaknose" cisco; Coregonus spilontus, Bonneville
whi tefish; Coregonus abyssicola, Bear Lake whi tefish.

Previous to this

it was not known that the genus Leucichthys was represented in the West.
Tanner (193 A) made gill net collections of the cisco in the lake
in September 1930.

He made a food habit study, examining 30 stomachs,

and reported that more than 95 percent of the food consisted of
DiaptGmus.
A. S. Hazzard made a brief fishery investigation of Bear Lake in
1933.
Stillman tvright of the then United States Bureau of Fisheries and

9

L. Edward Perry, who was collecting data on the cisco of Bear Lake,
began their fishery investif,ation of the lake in 1938.

In 1939 the

Fish and Game Departments of both Utah and Idaho added their cooperation to 1tlcight's and Perry's efforts.
~othing

This study continued until 1941.

more was done on Bear Lake until the fall of 1951 when

the VJildlife Managenent Department of the Utah State University, then
the Utah State Agricultural College, began a limited research program
on fish life history and population.

The Bear Lake Research Program

was further stimulated and expanded by the Utah Fish and Game Department with the approval of a Dingle-Johnson federal aid project.
In 1953 further research on Dear Lake was initiated by the Idaho
State Fish and Game Department under a federal aid program.

10

METHODS
Sampling
The selection of locations for dredging brought up the question of
how to make the best use of the few hundred dredgings to obtain a
quantitative picture of the bottom fauna for the\whole lake.
small lake random sampli.ng may be most feasible.

In a

It was decided

arbitrarily to divide the lake into three major divisions based on
bottom types, sand o-L:O feet; silt and sand 40-100 feet; silt and marl
100 feet on.

Within these restricted areas, sampling was essentially

at random.
The dredging was done in a series of transects across the lake
and also at random within a given bottom type.

'dhen a transect was made

across the lake, the route was maintained by guiding the boat tOliard a
convenient landmark.
each station.

The dredgings were taken in groups of four at

These are equivalent to 1 square foot.

Samples were taken from each of the bottom types and statistically
evaluated to determine the mean number of organisms, the standard
deviation, and the number of samples necessary to describe adequately
the bottom fauna of the specific area.

The following general formulas

were used to determine the number of samples necessary (Hales,

1955).

(iX)2
. s2 =

t

x2 -

n

n - 1

Where:
S2 is the variance
X is the number of organisms in 1 square foot sample
n is the number of square foot samples

./
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and
l-lhere:
N is the number of samples necessary to describe the mean
within + 10 percent risk of being wrong onc-third of the time
S is the standard deviation
X is the meanAnumber 9f volume of the total number of samples
(n)
.\
\
~\sI
Dredging equipment and procedures
The dredgings were taken with a 6-inch Ekman dredge which actually
has an inside area of one- fourth of a square foot.
well on all soft bottoms at all depths in the lake.

This dredge worked
The dredge was

modified by removing the top lid and replacing it with no. tio bronze
wire screen (figure 3).

This modification worked very well; now

ostracods started occurring in the bottom samples .
The Peterson dredge was tried in the sandy zones as was the 2kman •

.

Due to the inconvenience of the Peterson dredge and the lack of a wtnch,
it was

ahandoned in favor of the Skman.

Washing and analysis of bottom organisms
The washing equipment used to recover the organisms from dredging
were of two kinds.

That used for field use was a galvanized dredge-

washing pail illustrated in figure 3.
one used by Rawson (1953).

This pail was patterned after the

It has a'narrow mouth 9 inches in diameter

and a wide bottom 11 inches in diameter covered by a no.
screen which has 160 Meshes per square inch.

40

bronze wire

The dredgings were placed

in the pail, which was then held over the side of the boat and rotated
by the handle.

After all the mud was washed through the screen, the

pail was then inverted and the organisms and debris washed down into a
wide mouth jar of 10 percent formalin and taken to the laboratory for

Figure 3.

Photograph of equipment

14
separation and enumeration.

The use of this pail was fast, easy, and

eliminated lifting many pails of water for washing purposes.
In the laboratory the contents of the wide mouth mason jars
would be emptied into a white enamel pan.

The organisms were sorted

out, counted, and placed in small vials of preservative for future
reference.

This was the method used for the latter part of the study.

The first year of the study the same method was used except the specimens were not retained after sorting and counting.
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SOUJlJDING

~e ar

OF BEAR LAKE

Lake has been sounded with a weighted handline many times

and many maps constructed from the data.

The handline method of sound-

ing may be adequate on a small shallow body of water but is definitely
inadequate on a large deep lake.
the sounding of Bear Lake.

A recording fathometer was used for

The use of the fathometer opened the door

to new vistas because now it was possible to see the contours of the
bottom of Bear Lake, its conformity or .i1on-conformity, as recorded on
the sounding granhs.
This equipment, weighing better than 500 pounds, necessitated the
use of a l a rge boat.

This problem was a ccomplished by using a 20-foot

wooden boat which was available.
It was decided that the best method of sounding was to make
several transects across the lake and one the length of the lake.
There were 17 transects made across the lake and one the length of it
(fi gure h).

It is noticeable from the map that it would be highly

iJllprobable to have missed any large deep holes or canyons which are
rumored to exist at the bottom of the lake.
The findings as to the conformity of the bot tom of the lake supported the hypothesis of earlier research.

The lake has a very uniform

bottom with the deepest point on the east side o
lake gradually gets deeper (figure 1).

From west to east the

The deepest spot in the lake,

recorded by the sounder, is just north of the South

~den

delta and

about one-fourth to one-half mile off shore and is 197 feet deep

Fi gure 4.

Map of Bear Lake showing sounding transects
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(figure 5).

At the time the sounding was accomplished the lake eleva-

tion was 5,915 feet above sea level instead of tie legal maximum which
is 5,923.85 feet above sea level.

This would make the deep point 205

feet deep when the lake is a t maximum depth.

The co nformity of the

lake bottom may be compared to that of a bathtub.

There are no hidden

holes or canyons.
In constructing a contour map of Bear Lake fran these findings, we
decided to use but four contours due to the shape of the lake.

The

first was a 15-foot contour with each successive one being 50 feet.
These are sufficient to show the general contour of the lake bottom.

Figure S.

Photograph of fathometer graph
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GEOLOGY AND PHYSIOGHAPHY

Bear Lake Valley is a broad depression extending from the vicinity
of Laketown, Utah, northward to the vicinity of Geoq;etown, Idaho, a
distance of about

50 miles.

The southern end of the valley is occupied

by Bear Lake, which is about 20 miles long and 8 miles wide at the UtahIdaho state line o

In part at least, this valley is of structural origin

and is bordered on the east and so uthHest by normal faults (Richardson,
1941).

Bear Lake itself is bordered on the east by a steep mountain

face formed by the fault rtmning parallel to the lake (figure 2).

The

north and south shores of the present level of the lake are formed by
large natural beach bars.

The bar at the north end of the lake sepa-

rates Bear Lake from a very fertile marsh called Dingle with the open
water called Mud Lake (figure 2).
In the early Quaternary the level of Bear Lake was higher, as
shown by the remains of the old beaches above the present level of
the lake o

At several places along the lake front, especially at

Garden City and at the mouths of North Eden and South Eden Creeks,
well-marked beaches indicate former higher levels of Bear Lake.
lower bench is

The

5 to 10 feet higher than the 1912 level of the lake,

and the upper hench is
the upper bench.

15 to 20 feet higher. Garden Ci ty is built on

An indistinct trace of a still higher bench is pre-

served a little distance from the mouth of Swan Creek, near the level
of the irrigation canal, about 75 feet above the lake.

At the mouths

of l'Torth Eden and South Eden Creeks, well-developed deltas mark the

22
former higher stages, which probably occurred at the same time Lake
Bonneville and Lake Lahontan were at their maximum in the Great Basin
(Mansfield, 1927).
Today Bear Lake has an oval, bathtub shape, which is 20 miles long
and 8 miles wide at its widest point.

At maximum depth it has a sur-

face area of 110 square miles and a 48-mile shore line (figure 1).
This very short distance around the lake indicates the absence of any
major coves or bays.

The lake is deepest at the east side hecoming

gradually less deep as one proceeds west.

The deepest point in the

lake recorded during this study with a handline is 208 feet, but the
deepest point recorded with the fathometer is 197 feet (figure 5).
This depth adjusted for the difference in lake level would be 205 f eet.
Both of these depths ,vere recorded in the same area at a point about
one-fourth to one-half mile off the east shore just north of the South
Eden delta (figure 1).
The bottom is extremely regular, reflecting the shore characteristics.

The sandy type bottom extends out to a depth of about 40 feet,

the silt and sand type out to about 100 feet, and the fine silt marl
type from 100 feet on.

Sixty-three percent of the lake is over 75 feet

deep.
The percent of total area wi. thin each depth area of Bear Lake is
as follows:

o - 25 ft.
25 - 50 ft.
50 - 75 ft.

15%

13%f
9-,".

75 - 100 ft.
100 - 125 ft.
125 - 208 ft.

11%
12;6
40%

Since the total area of the lake is about 100 square miles, each percent is approximately equal to the number of square miles in each depth

23
zone.
The weiehted mean depth of the lake calculated from the above data
is 108 feet.

This was obtained by the average depth for each area times

the percent for that area.

The sum of these weighted figures divided

by the sum of the percentages givos the weighted mean depth.
Dear Lake is generally considered to be a young lake eeologically
and ecologically.

24

PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL CHARACTERISTICS
OF BEAR LAKE

Water supply
The immediate watershed draining into Bear Lake covers only about
250

squa~e

'miles.

importance.

It contains but three tributary streams of any

Those streams are the South Fork of St. Charles Creek, Swan

Creek, and Spring Creek.

The combined maximum flow of these three is

only about 200 c.f.s. of water.

Swan Creek heads at a spring only 1

mile from the lake (McConnell, Clark, and Sigler,

1957). Spring Creek

is formed by the confluence of several smaller streams.

St. Charles

Creek is the only stream coming from a well-developed canyon about 12
to

15 miles distance from the lake, but about two-thirds of the stream

runs into Dingle Marsh through the north fork and only one-third
through the south fork into Bear Lake.
The smaller streams such as Fish Haven Creek, North Eden Creek,
Fullula Springs, and Indian Creek are permanent streams; but their
combined flow is only about 25 c.f.s. of water.

There are numerous

seeps and springs along the west and northeast shores.

These are

difficult to measure but must be the greatest contributing source of
water to the lake when the total amount of surface water is cons idered.
All of the streams mentioned are diverted for the use of irrigation, leaving less than 10 c.f.s. of water to reach the lake.
Mr. W. N. Jibson of the United States Geological Survey, Logan
office, has calculated the amount of surface water contributed to the
lake from the local watershed.

It averaged 66,000 acre feet per year

25
from 1924-1954.

He also calculated the average loss by evaporation per

year from the same period at 55,000 acre feet leaving a differential of
only 11,000 acre feet.
Bear River enters Bear Lake Valley at the northeast side and flows
northward to leave the valley.

Bear River was a direct tributary to

Bear Lake in .the past when the lake was at the higher levels indicated
by the old shore lines.

At the present lake level, Bear River is 8

miles from the nearest point of the lake.
lake until man interfered.

It did not flaw into the

Now the only time Bear River flows into

the lake is during the higher water period each spring when the river
level is higher than the lake.

Prior to 1900 the natural outlet of

the lake was near the north\..rest shore and flowed northward, meandering
through Dingle Marsh into the Bear rtiver at a point some 16 miles north
of the lake.
In 1907 the Telluride Power Company started the construction of
facilities to divert the Bear River water into Dingle Marsh and Bear
Lake as storage for irrigation and power.
constructed and the natural outlet closed.

Inlets and outlets were
A dike and spillway were

constructed at Paris, Idaho, to control the water level of Dingle Marsh
and Hud Lake.

In 1912 the Utah Power and Light Company succeeded the

Telluride Power Company and cons tructed anew, larger, and more
efficient inlet canal for a dam on Bear River at Stewart and also
widened and deepened the outlet canal.

Facilities were also construct-

ed to permi t control of the exchange of water between Bear Lake and r1ud
Lake.

26
A pumping station was constructed at the north end of the lake
containing two 6 by 12 foot gates through which water can 'move by
gravity in either direction.

The station also has five 750 horsepower

electric centrifugal pumps which can lift water from Bear Lake to Mud
Lake when it cannot flow by gravi ty.

There is a s pillw ay about

1/4 mile

east of the pumping station which allows water to flow in either direction depending upon the water level.
of water to pass from

Mu~

It is possible for 4,000 c.f.s.

Lake to Bear Lake by using both inlets.

The

pumps at the pumping station can lift up to 2,000 c.f.s. of water from
Bear Lake.
Since the completion of these facilities in 1918, Bear Lake has
become a storage reservoir and has the annual fluctuati ons of water
which accompany such practices.

The entire flow of Bear River is

directed into Mud Lake and from there to Bear Lake.

The water is

released from these storage facilities by the gates at Paris, Idaho,
when this water is needed downstream for either irrigation or power.
When the river flow exceeds the downstream requirements, the excess is
di verted into Bear Lake, and vice versa when the requirements downstream exceed the river flow.
feet above sea level.

The maximum lake elevation is 5,923.65

The pumps will not operate when the el evation

of the lake is below 5,902.00 feet.

This permits a possible fluctua-

tion of 21.65 feet, but the average fluctuation from 1917 to 1955 was
just over 3.5 feet.
year was

8.5

The greatest reduction in lake level in anyone

feet and this occurred in the summer of 1926.

The fluctua-

tions in the water level from 1918-1955 are shown in figure 6.

The

United States Geological Survey had a gauge at Fish Haven before man's

Figure 6

0

Fluctuations in water level of Bear Lake, Utah-Idaho,
from data of Lifton Pumping Station , Utah Power and Light
Company
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interference with the lake level.

The readings were made only for a

short time, during October, November, and December of 1903 and from
August 1904 to June of 1906.

The maximum fluctuation recorded during

that period was 1.7 feet.
The fluctuation of water level in Bear Lake is very important to
the littoral Ulne bottom fauna.

This fluctuation exposes much of the

rocky areas of the lake, destroying the habitat of such organisms as
crustaceans and insect larva.
Turbidity
The highest turbidities occur during the spring and fall turnovers.
The tUrbidity is high inshore during or immediately after a storm, and
at the north end of the lake when water is flowing in from Mud Lake.
In 1952 the Secchi disc reading indicated the greatest visibility
was 15 feet.

Kemmerer, et ale (1923), reported 32. 8 feet.

Hazzard

(1935) gave a range of 11-19 feet for a 10-day period in September, and
Perry (191-1.3) listed a range of 10-30 feet over the years 1939-194l.
Turbidi ties ranged from 1-5 ppm silicon dioxide equi val en ts during the
study period.

This turbidity

appa~ently

rather by fine, suspended clay particles.

is not caused by plankton but
It appears from the data

the lake has perhaps become more turbid since Kemmerer's visit, although
his one reading is not sufficient evidence for comparison.

I

Water temperature
The maximum surface temperature very seldom exceeded 70 0 F. during
the study.
observed

0

On July 30, 1952, a surface temperature of 73 0 F. was
In 1953 and 1954, the surface temperature was 710 F., and in

1955 the maximum temperature dropped to 69.5 0 F.

In each year of the
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study thermocline formed in late June and persisted into November
(figures 7 and 8).
Because of the even contours of the lake basin and the frequent
storms, there is an extensive mixing action.
the upper surface of the lake uniform.

The mixing action keeps

The border between the epilim-

nion and the thermocline was well defined.

Considerable nuxing in the

thermocline is evidenced by the uneven isotherms (figures 7 and 8).
Bear Lake has frozen over often in the pas t 33 years.
a complete cover 26 of the last 33 winters.

It has had

The lake has frozen over

once in December, 13 times in January ,11 times in February, and once
in March.

The breakup has come twice in February, once in March, 22

times in April, and once in May.

There has been only one time on

record that the lake failed to freeze over 2 years in succession, and
this was during the winters of 1952 - 53 and 1953-54.

Both of these

years the lake was cooled well below the point of maximum density

~or

Durewater (39.2 0 F).
The water temperature of Bear Lake is apparently no problem to the
bottom fauna except when the lake freezes over, and then the bottom
fauna in the shallow littoral zone may be affected.
ture may affect the bottom fauna

indirectl~

The water tempera-

through the influence it

has upon the periodicity of the plankton.
Chemical factors
The chemistry of Bear Lake water has been investigated a number
of times, sometimes quite thoroughly while at other times rather
superficially.

Kemme rer, et al. (1923 ), includes a complete water

analysis of Bear Lake along with four other lakes his group investigated.

Figure 7.

Depths of isotherms (degrees F.) during 1953 on Bear Lake ,
Utah-Idaho
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Temperatures under the ice and depth of isotherms (de grees
F.) during 1955 on Bear Lake, Utah-Idaho
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The Bear Lake samples were taken in 1912 vlhich was before the Bear
River was diverted into the lake.

Ke~~erer

had some rather interest-

ing observations concerning the lake and specifically the zinc content
of the lake water.

Concerning this he has the follmling to say:

The most interesting analysis in this set is that
of Bear Lake. In the first place it contains a much
larger amount of dissolved solids than any other lake
(1,060.33 ppm). The magnesium content of the water is
very unusual, it being many times greater than the calcium content. The fact that it contains a fairly large
quantity of zinc is also of interest.
The presence of 0.65 ppm of zinc is also interesting .
When this is compared to the small amount of copper
necessary to stop growth of algae, it seems that this
quantity of zinc would have a similar effect. Since
the low temperature and short summer season would
also retard the growth of algae, no definite conclnsions
can be drawn.
As a result of these statements the opinion that Bear Lake was unproductive because of high zinc con tent Has formulated.
There have been several investigations made of the zinc content
in Bear Lake

w~ter,

the last being in 1956 (table 1).

This table shows

a great variation in results, ranging from 0.65 ppm to .0050 ppm.

It

is the opinion of the writer that this variation is one caused by
possible technique differences in analysis rather than the jnfloH of
the Bear River causing this much dilution.

It is the opinion of

Hutchinson (1957) that the zinc possibly was in the form of carbonates
at the time of the

KeIT1~erer

analysis.

If this is so, they would play

little if any part in limiting the plant groHth.

The production and

presence of more magnesium than calcium (table 2) may be a limiting
factor in plant uroduc tion.

According to Mayers and Anderson (1952),

magnesium may be toxic in solution cul tures unless offset by sufficient

Table 1.

Results of analyses for zinc of water supplies from Bear Lake, Mud Lake, and Swan Creek
Location and ppm zinc

Authority

Date
collected

Bear Lake

Swan Creek

Kemmerer,
et ai. (1923)

Aug. 8, 1912

0.65

Derby Laws a
(Chemist at USU)

May 10, 1941

0.36

0.42

State of Utaha
Division of Chemistry

Dec. 16, 1941

0.35

0.18

Utah Powera
and Light Company

Hay 1, 1943

0.64

0.80

USDA Soils Lab.
at USUa

Jan. - June
1956

.005 - .038
(14 analyses)

.005 - .034
(9 analyses)

USDA Soils Lab. at
Ithaca, New York a

June 6, 1956

0.0050

0.0057

Mud Lake

0.80

0.48
.001 - 0.76

(5 anaiyses)

aUnpublished report on file at Department of Wildlife Management, USU, Logan, Utah, from McConnell,
Clark, and Sigler, 1957.

w

a..

Table 20

ChemIcal analyses of water from Bear Lake, Utah-Idaho, and from two tributary streams.
figures in parts oe r million. a
I
·
-t\" .

Ie

.+~

Date
and
sou$fe

~

Ij

I,)

~

Location

Kemrrie rer ~'t

')
Q_

Ca

C'

.5

Mg

Na

~---~----~-

Bear Lake

L,

Phenolpthalein
alka-

Methyl
orange
~.....
~
\\
alkalini
ty
K L_~luL_SOlA.i~~o.3~-.Lr1C_o.3_~~~~L~~~LP?h. Llin~!y\

'it
\..-j;;;;-

'>Ie:::)('

~~

et ale

Tf923)

All

h.l 152.0. 66.3 10.5 78.5

96.8 78.45 56~ .0 0.2 -

586b

0.06

Hazza rd

(1935 )

Rear Lake

2C;-37.5 Lt30-u79

Bear Lake

15-25

Perry

(1943 )

375-400

Project

(1952 )

27-29
294-313
~L~a~k~e____~__~__~__~~~~__ .~____~__________________
~~____
.
Bear
Bear Lake
surface l4a ter
range of 3
352anal;y:ses
17 7R-87 23-47 6-11 53-S7 71-78 13-18 3A1
near Lake
sample from
{"
28
18 352
200. fto deEth 17 81
78
57
Inflow from
Mud L~ke
0. ub 7
27
58
95
54 12
75

Soils lab
(1~2)

Swan Creek

personnel
.
. ...
Soils lab c

(1952 )
Soils lab

(1952 )
Soils lab

~

h7

13

u

2

108 o.oL8 0. .09

("

"l "'"

"

aFrom McConnell , Clark , and Sigler, 1957
bConverted from data of Kenll'nerer, et a1.
cUSDA Soil s t aboratory on USU campUS -

(1923 by Perry, 191.,3)
W
-.J
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calcium.
The methvl-orange alkalinity (bicarbonates) "in Bear Lake water has
reduced by about one-half since the analysis of Kemmerer, et al. (1923),
table 2.

This reduction is difficul t to explain.

It is believed to be

caused largely by the inflow of Bear R~ver (McConnell, Clark, and
Sigler, 1957).

Bear River most likely influences it some, but on the

basis of the discussion of page 35 and the fact that the majority of the
water must come from sources other than surface water, it is

my

opinion

that Bear River inflow is possibly not the main reason.
The dissolved oxygen in Bear Lake water has never been a problem.
Perry (1943) reports that the dissolved oxygen was abundant at all
depths.

During the present study the lOi..rest amount obtained was dur-

ing September 1952 at a depth of about 200 feet with a value of 5 .9
ppm.

This, however, is typical of an oligotrophic lake which is poor

in food and rich in oxygen (Rawson, 1930) •

•
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BOTTOM TYPES AND HAN TA'IS

'The bottom of the lake, for the convenience of this study, was
arbitrarily divided into three major zones:
and marl (figure 9).

sand, silt and sand, silt

These three zones co ns ti tute the major habitat

area except for a minute rocky area and for the rooted plant littoral
zone which is very limited.

These last two habitat areas are not very

significant because of the small areas involved but do present some

"",.

very interesting problems.

"

The bottom types were analyzed chemically (table 3) by James ' P.
Thorne, Soils Laboratory, Utah State University.
this analysis follows:

The discussion of

Two samples were taken from each of three

different depth zones in Bear Lake.

Samples 1 and 2 were rather

shallow, at 10 feet; samples 3 and

4 at intermediate depth of 110

feet; while numbers 5 and 6 were from the deeper areas, 145 and 190
feet.
The first two, from the shallow area, were quite sandy while the
others were of an oozy nature, high in silt, and containing significantly more organic matter than the sandy ones at the shallower depth.
It was noted in drying these samples that the samples 3,4,5, and 6
contained a significant amount of decomposable organic matter--probably
an appreciable amount of animal material.

These samples were put in a

forced circulation oven at 70 0 C. for drying.

It was believed that

this temperature would stop all biological activity.

The samples were

frozen at the time of putting them in the oven and upon melting contained

" I'
I

Figure 9.

Map of Bear Lake showing bottom types
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considerable water.

Therefore, their temperature remained somewhat

below that of the oven, and there was evidence that biological activity
did not cease during this heating.

There may, therefore, have been

some changes due to decomposition during the drying process.
The samples appear to divide into two kinds of material.

The

first two, from the shallow water, are different from the four at the
greater depths.

The first two samples contain less organic matter,

less total nitrogen, less available phosphorus, less available potassium, and less nitrate-nitrogen than did the others.

If we interpret

these fertility data on the basis of significant values in cultivated
soils, it would appear that phosphorus is deficient in samples 1 and
2, while it is very high in samples 3,

4,

5, and 6.

Potassium would

be adequate in all three areas although it is much higher in the areas
represented by samples 3,

4,

5, and 6 than in 1 and 2.

It is interesting, too, to note the carbon-nitrogen ratios.
The ratios found on samples 1 and 2 were higher than on the other four
samples, indicating a higher proportion of carbon.

This shows that

the amount of nitrogen is higher in the deeper sediments than in those
near the shore.

In soil science this is taken to mean that decomposi-

tion has proceeded further in the samples with the lower carbon-nitrogen
ratios.

Since animal remains are higher in nitrogen than are p lant

remains, it might mean in this case that there is a greater contribution
of animal material to the bottom at the greater depths than there is at
the 10-foot level.

The deep samples were about 50 percent lime,

expressed as calcium carbonate, while the sandy material at shallower
depth was about one-third lime.
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There are snail and clam shells in the bottom and. shore area in
many parts of the lake, but there have been no living specjmens of the
snail or clam found during this or any previous studies.

These shells

are abundant on the north and northwest shores as well as Ideal Beach.
On these shores the wave action has piled up windrows of shells.
Dr. J. Stewart Williams sent a representative collection of these
shells to the Smithsonian Institution for identification.

Below is the

letter in answer to the request dated May 13, 1953:
Dr. J. Stewart Williams
Dean of Graduate School
Utah State Agricultural College
Logan, Utah
Dear Dr. Williams:
The letter and specimens from Bear Lake, Utah, which you
sent to Dr. Cooper of the Division of Geology, have been
referred to us in the Division of Mollusks for determination and answero This assemblage of shells appears typical
of several lakes in the Great Basin Area.
The Snail you noticed as prominent is Carinifex newberryi
(Lea), which was recorded by R. E. Call as living in Utah
Lake (about 1884). Other forms or speCies of Carinifex
are known living in the Klamath, Clear, and Eagle Lakes,
and in the waters of Canoe Creek, Pitt River, and Fall
River, California. You also included in the material a
very few specimens of five additional species of snails,
namely: Gyraulus vermicularis GOlud, Physa species, Stagnicola (Polyrhytis) utahensis Call, FlumInIcola coloractO:
ensis Morrison, and Valvata utahensis Call.
.
The Clam is a "Finger-Nail Clam," Spaerium mormonicum
Sowerby (often called by a later name, ~. pilsbryanum
Sterki), a species that, according to the literature,
has been found living in as tream near \,vellsville, Utah.
Of the Snails, both Carinifex newberryi and Stagnicola
utahensis were dredged alive from Utah Lake by R. E.
Call in 1884. The occurrence of these in Bear Lake is
undoubtedly similar to their appearance at Walker and
Pyramid Lakes, Nevada, and at Owens Lake, California.
They very probably lived in greatest abundance in these
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lakes when the lakes were in the "expanded" (Pleistocene)
stage, when there were vast areas of shallow lake bottom
(with reeds or other plants?), not in stagnant ponds.
This would have been preceding the stage of greater or
intermittent dessication and shrinking of the lakes, when
increasingly alkalinity or salt concentration may have
unfavorably altered the environment enough to wipe out the
popula tions.
Some of the other species in your sample, such as
Flumincola coloradoensis, are stream species; the Clam,
Sphaerium mormonicum may be a stream species, but also
living in lakes when the environment is favorable. Any .
such stream species may have been washed into the lakes,
particularly near the mouths of streams, or might be
living in such particular habitats.
In case you are not familiar with it, may we suggest
the "Mollusca of Utah" by Chamberlain, R. V., and '
Jones, D. T. (Bull., Univ. Utah, Vol. 19, No.4, 1929)
as the single reference work, which -may be most
helpful to you in this matter.
We are returning your specimens as listed on the
enclosed invoice. When the specimens are received,
please sign and return the white copy.
When, and if opportunity offers, we would appreciate as
complete a collection as practical of all the species of
freshwater mollusks from the Logan area.
Sincerely yours,
Joseph P. E. Morrison
Associate Curator
Division of Mollusks
Geologically, it is estimated that the mollusks were probably at
their peak about 10,000 years ago when the lake inundated a large
amount of the land, now being used for farming.
water was an ideal mollusk habitat.
using

c1 4.

This shallow fertile

Some of these shells were dated

Below is an excerpt from a letter to Dr. A. J. Eardley,

Dean of the College of Mines and Mineral Industry, University of
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Utah, Salt Lake City, dated March 7,1958, from Wallace Breocker,
Instructor in Geochemistry, Columbia University, New York City, New
York.
In the course of our co11ecti ng this summer we
got some shells from the s and beach at the south end
of .Bear Lake. The snells gave every appearance of
having grown recently and washed upon the beach.
Separate samples of gastrapods (Carinifex neWberr)%
Lea) and of mollusks (Sphaerium sp.) both had c14 C12
ratio 70% below modern wood. This is equivalent to
the C14/C12 ratio for 12,000 year old samples. The
results are extremely anomolous in the height of all
our work. No other sample from fresh water sys terns
has been more than 20% low and most are less than
10% low. Either the samples must be reworked from
Wisconsin deposits or the hydrology of the lake
must be very unusual. In my estimation if the shells
are not reworked the only possible explanation is that
the lake must receive the majority of its water from
cold or hot springs.
This information substantiates the geologists' estimate as to
when the lake was at a higher level and dates the fossil shells
found in tre lake today.

If Bear Lake followed the course of oilie r

lakes in the region such as Lake Bonneville and Lake Lahontan, it
probably reached a much lower level than the present level during a
dry period about 4,000-5,000 years ago (Blackwelde~et al., 1948).
B~ar

Lake did not dry up completely at this time as did some lakes.

This is evident from the composition of the, p resent fish population,
especially the three whitefish indigenous to the lake o
Sand
The sand habitat extends from the shore line out to a water depth
of 40 feet except for the two deltas on the east side where the sand
zone extends out to a depth of about 75 feet.
contain about 33 percent CaC03.

These sandy regions

This area includes all the shallow as
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well as rocky sections of the lake, the area which should be one of the
most productive.

According to the soil analysis (table 3), this zone

would be more productive if it were sheltered.

This analysis indicates

that even'the sand is fertile enough for plant growth, so there are some
other factors such as the general contour of the shore line which limit
this growth.

There are a large number of different species of bottom

fauna in this zone, especially during high water when the rocks are
inundated and in sheltered areas where the plants grow.

In the greater

majori ty of the area, which is bare sand, there are only a few chironomids and aquatic oligocheates.
Sil t and sand
The silt and sand habitat zone extends from 40 feet depth out to
about a 100-foot depth with the exception of the delta regions where
it extends into deeper water.

The area i f made up of about equal parts

sand and silt and contains about

So

percent CaC0 3 (table 3).

It is

quite fertile from the soil point of view and contains organic material
which is the food for the oligocheates, plus a few chironomids, that
make up by far the majority of the bottom fauna.
Sil t and marl
This type of bottom is found generally everywhere in the lake from
the silt-sand zone into the deepest point of the lake.

In some areas

the secondary shadow on the fathometer graph indicates a depth of silt
about 60 feet.

This is believed to be rather phenomenal, inasmuch as

the penetrating power of the electrical impulses of this particular
fathometer are relatively weak and seldom reach below the immediate
bottom surface.

This indicates that this bottom ooze is quite fluid.
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This highly fluid condition of the bottom silt is evidence that there
are no deep holes or canyons.

The bottom material in this zone is a

very fine' gray silt marl with about 50 percent CaC03 (table 3).

This

ooze is quite rich in nutrient material, making it a good habitat for
aquatic oligocheates, the primary macrofauna found in this area (table

3).
~~

The rocky zone makes up about 0.001 percent of the total bottom
area.

This is a pr crl.uctive zone ",hen not exposed, but a lowering in

water level of about 10 feet from the maximum level exposes practically
all of it.
study.

Most of this zone was exposed during the time of this

A few samples were taken in 1952 when the area was under water,

when such animals as midges, aquatic mites, stoneflies, mayflies, scuds,
crayfish, and aquatic oligocheates were collected.
Rooted plant

~

The vegetative littoral zone is a very small area.

The opinion of

the writer is that this is due to the shape of the lake and the absence
of s hel tered cQves and bays.

When the littoral zone is shall ow and

protected, plants will grow.

A good example of this is a very small

area just north of the Lakota boat harbor (,figure 10).

The plants

found in such an area are the usual rooted aquatic plants.
emergent plants are:

The common

Cattails (Typha), Bullrushes (Scippus), Sedges

(Eliocharis), Coontail (Ceratophyllum), Buttercups (Ranunculus), and
the submergent ones are Pondweed (Potamogeton) and MyriRphyllum.
In this type of habitat are found such bottom fauna as:

mayflies,

midge larvae, scuds, aquatic mites, dragonflies, damselflies, aquatic

Figure 10.

Photograph of plants north of Lakota boat harbor
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oligochects, etc.

These areas are very productive but unfortunately

very restricted on Bear Lake.

S3

THE QUALITATIVE EXAMINATION OF THE FAUNA

The bottom organisms included in this study are all macroscopic
bottom living animals from the s mre to the deepest part of the lake.
The deep ,.. ater fauna are fairly abundant but not varied in faunal
groups; in Bear Lake they are more intimately associated with the
fishery problems of the lake than are the very limited shore fauna.
In referring to the distribution and occurrence of the bottom
fauna, the term "bottom type" is constantly used.

As stated before,

the lake is arbitrarily divided into three major bottom types:
0-40 feet; silt and sand,

L~O-lOO

sand,

feet; silt and marl, 100 feet and

below.
The sand zone
This zone is one of variable conditions, including temperature,
greatest water movement, abundant oxygen, the greatest light supply,
and disturbance by the ice in the winter freeze-overs.

The bottom

is sand primarily, rock only 0.001 percent of the total area and
rooted plants in protected

~reas.

These are probably the reasons for

the great variety of shore fauna.
The silt-sand zone
This zone is intermectiate between the other two zones.
movement is moderate and the temperature variable.

The water

The light penetra-

tion is poor and there are no rocky areas nor rooted plants.
The silt-marl zone
This zone is that of the deep water where the water movement is
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relatively little, uniform low temperature, oxygen content high, as in
most oligotrophic lakes.

Light penetration is at a minimum, and the

bottom of a fine silt marl ooze is very fluid.
The main faunal groups represented over the majority of the lake
bottom are the oligoch~ta and the insects.

The remaining part of the

fauna, which are limited to the rocky and rooted plant zones· and are
therefore less important, include:

crustacea, insecta, and hydracarina.

The organisms recovered from dredging and a few collected from the
restricted shore areas are listed below.
Oligocheata
The oligocheata are most common in the deep water of the lake but
are fOtmd in all depths from shore to 200 feet.
Hirudinea
Only a very few leeches were collected during the study, and these
were taken from shallow water.
Crustacea
The crustacea of Bear Lake are well represented in suitable
littoral areas, but not found in the deep water, except for the
Ostracoda.
Cladocera.

Daphnia species were found in some samples taken in

shallow .,eedy area.
Ostracoda.

Ov

C2ndona species were most abundant in water from 80

I,

feet to 125 feet.

(

These are an important link in the food chain of the

larger game fish of the lake.
Amphipoda.

Gammarus limnaeus Smith
Hyalella knickerbockerii Bate
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These two species were taken from a limited area.
-taken in shallow weedy areas.

Gammorus was

Hyalella was taken fran weedy areas and

from algae-covered rocks.
Decapoda.

Cambarus species were taken from rocky areas and were

quite abundanto

This habitat was mostly destroyed by water fluctuation

for most of the study period.
Insecta
Dipteraa

Chironomidae
Chironomus sp.
These are the second most important group in the lake.
They are found from the shore zone out 'to about

150

Syrphidae
Tubifera sp.
These were found in shallow water, sand bottom.
Ephemeroptera.

The following were found only in the shallow protect-

ed plant areas and rocky areas.
Heptageniidae
Cinygmula sp.
Rhithrogena robusta Dodds Baetidae
Baetis tricaudatus Dodds
Callibaetis sp.l

(

Leptophlebiidae
Paraleptophlebia heterones (McDunnough)
1.

Typical still water forms
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Epheme;rellidae
Ephemerella doddsi Needham
Ephemerella infrequens McDunnough
Caenidae
Caenis simulans McDun nough2
Plecoptera o

There were no stoneflies found in the lake proper, but

some were found on the rocks at the mouth of Swan Creek where it enters
the lake.
Nemonridae
Nemoura sp.
Perlidae
Acroneuria sp.
Trichoptera.

There were three specimens with rock cases found at

the mouth of Swan Creek.

One specimen with a sandy case was found in

the lake proper among some rooted plant.
Odonata.

Anisoptera
The very few dragonfly numphs collected were from the
emergent weedy areas.
Zygoptera
The damselflies were smaller, more slender than the
dragonfly

but possess similar habits and habitat

requirements.

The few collected came from the emer-

gent areas.
Arachnida
Hydracarina.
2.

There were a few water mites found among the rocky and

Typical still water forms
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rooted plant areas in the lake.
Although this may present an erroneous picture of the lake fauna
because of the very minute areas of the lake having the shallow plants
and rocks, it does tell the story of what the lake could do.

It is

the feeling of the writer that if something were done to increase the
productivity of these areas, the overall productivity of the lake
would increase ••
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THE QUANTITATIVE EXAMINATION OF THE FAUNA

Based on total number of organisms for any of the three bottom
types, the mean number of organisms for a given Ekman sample could be
descri bed with an accuracy of .:. 10 percent wi th the risk of being
wrong one-thirc;l of the time (table
necessa~r

4).

Consequently, i t would be

to collect 80 samples in the sand,

24 in the silt-sand, and

43 in the silt-marl, to describe accurately the bottom forms of each
bottom type.

There were 307 samples collected in these three zones and

48 samples collected through the ice which are not included in this
There were 36 samples collected in the very restricted

analysis.

littoral plant and rocky zones.

These are not included in this analy-

sis because of the smallness of area involved and the fact they were
not taken during most of the study period.
Table

4,

column

4,

serves to show the abundance and distribution

of the two different groups of bottom organisms which were the only
groups found in an appreciable number.

There is no miscellaneous group

in the analysis because of the insignificant numbers collected.

The

important fact is the distribution by me'mbers per square foot for each
type and total organisms as expressed in figure 11 showing the increase
of oligocheata with increasing depth and the decreasing of the chironomids with increasing depth.

This is very significant in the production

of food concerning these organisms.

Sand produces 15 percent of the

total organisms; silt-sand produces 27 percent, while the silt-marl
produces

58 percent.

These figures are significant in that silt-sand

Table

4. Sampling results for total number of organisms

and the number of samples needed to describe the
mean of the total numbers of organisms with prescribed limits of accuracy and risk.

Bottom types

No. of
Eckman
samples
used in
calculations

Mean
number
organisms
per ft.

Mean
number
organisms
per yd.

Standard
deviation

No. of
samples
needed
at
accuracy
of + 10%
and-risk
of 1/3

28.20
13.09
15.11

253.81
117.84
135.97

6.30
4.22
5.12

80 _166
183

Sand
(Total)
(Chiro)
(Oligo)

139

No. of
samples
needed
at
accuracy
of + 25%
and-risk
of 1/10

No. of
samples
needed
at
accuracy
of + 50%
and-risk
of 1/10

37
76
84

9
19
21

Sand and ,Silt
(Totfl)
(Chiro)
(Oligo)

65

51.57
8.31
43.26

464.12
74.77
389.35

6.29
3.45
6.79

24
275
39

11
127
18

3
32
5

Sil t and Marl
(Total)
(Chiro)
(Oligo)

103

109.55
0.66
108.89

986.36
5.94
980.42

17.99
- 0.47
18.13

43
765
44

20
353
21

5
88
5
V1.
\,()

60
130

120

110
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The distribution of the two major types of bottom
fauna and total organisms in Bear Lake according
to bottom types.
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produces almost twice as much as sand, and silt-marl produces almost
four times as much as sand and almost twice as much as silt-sand.
Perry and Wright (1943), in their work on Bear Lake (unpub lished),
have only the extreme data on quantity of bottom fauna.

In the silt-

sand they had a maximum density of about 500 per square yard for
chironomids and about 400 per square yard

fo~

a .,-

aquatic oli gocheates.
a.£

In the silt-marl their findings were up to about 3,000 oligocheates per
square yard.

In comparison the findin r;s of this study are:

silt-sand,

up to 972 per square yard for chironomids and up to 1,188 per square
yard for oligocheates; silt-marl un to 2,844

oligoch~tes

per square

yard.
The samples were weighed with a chain balance sensitive to 0.1
milligrams.

In making wet-wei ght determinations, care was used that

the organisms had no excess fluid among them, nor were they allowed to
dry, Le. to lose natural fluids which wOll.ld' reduce their weight below
their live \\Tei6ht.

The weight in milligrams per square yard was deter-

mined for each bottom type, and pounds per acre was determined for
each bottom type.

To show the production of the lake, the mean pounds

per acre of the three bottom types were determined.

This data is

presented below:
Hg./sq. yd.
.sand
Sil t and sand
Sil t and marl
\veighted mean

514.0
1069.2
367L1. 8
2385.3

Lbs./acre

4.6
11.4
38.2
23.7
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COMPARISON OF BEAR LAKE WITH OTHER LAKES

The bottom fauna of Bear Lake compares fairly well with other
lakes similar in nature but not so well with the more productive
lakes.

In order to compare Bear Lake to others, it was necessary to

convert the number of total organisms per square yard to organisms
per square meter.

This conversion was accomplished by multiplying

the number of organisms per square yard by the conversion factor of
1.19 (table

5).

Table 5.

Comparison of Bear Lake with other lakes.

Lake

Location

Authori ty

Bear Lake

Idaho-Utah

This report

I1ichigan

Great Lakes

Eggleton , 1937

3505

Nipigon

Canada

Adams tone , 1923

753

Simcoe

Canada

Rawson, 1930

1603

Tippicanoe

Indiana

Wohlschlag, 1950

1367

6686 .0

\-Jawasee

Indiana

Wohlschlag, 1950

2131

11957.0

Ave. nc./sq. meter

Mg./sq. meter

675

2838.5

0-W
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FOOD OF FISH IN B2AR LAKE

In the general nutri ti ve sys tem of a lake the question

0

f food for

fish is of great interest, especially from an economic point of view.
Since this investigation was concerned with the bottom fauna primarily,
attention was given to the bottom feeding fish.

The food habits

studies were not intensive in most cases, so the following shows only
trends.

All fish stomachs examined were from adults.

Bonneville whitefish
The stomach contents of
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adult Bonneville

wr~tefish

of average

size were made up of the following organisms and material:
Midge larvae and pupae were present in

52

percent of the stomachs.

A combination of gravel, sticks, fossil shells, and other detritus
occurred in 34 percent of the stomachs.
Miscellaneous aquatic and terrestrial insects, excluding midges,
occurred in 10 percent of the stomachs.
Fish, primarily sculpin, were found in 12 percent of the stomachs.
Small numbers of copepods, ostracods, whitefish eggs, and
aquatic oligocheata were found in 21 percent of the stomachs.

This

. indicates the dependence of this species on the bottom fauna and also
reveals the Bonneville whitefish to be an opportunist.
Bear Lake whitefish
The stomach contents of only 33 of this small deep water whitefish
were examined.

The findings of this study are as follows:

The ostracods were found in

85

percent of the stomachs examined.
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Aquatic oligocheatas were recognized only one stomach.
Unidentified material was found in 30 percent of the stomachs.
Midge larvae were found in 18 percent; and occasionally a fish,
copepod, or an insect was found.
If these stomachs are representative, the Bear Lake whitefish is
dependent upon the deep water bottom where the ostracods are found in
large numbers.
Bonneville cisco
The stomachs of 819 adults containing food were analyzed by Perry

(1943).

From his observations it is evident that the cisco is almost

entirely a plankton feeder.
most of the year.

Epischura is the predominant food during

In the spring several other organisms (possibly due

to the decrease of Epischura that time of the year) such as Bo smina,
Cyclops, Chydorus, Canthocamptus, and the adult and larval chironomids
appear to be rather important.

There were no oligoch~a in their

diet.

The stomach contents of 158 adults were examined.

The following

is the generalized finding, according to Sigler. l
The principal organisms found in the food analyses were insect
larva and the copepods (table

6). Much of the plant material taken by

carp was seeds of Chara and Potamogeton and some live plant material.
One-fifth of the carp studied had sand in their intestinal tracts.

The

taking of sand and plant debris indicates that the habitat is of poor
quality.
1.

The findings indicate that the Bear Lake carp is almost

William F. Sigler, Ecological and Economic Status of the Carp in
Utah (unpublished manuscri pt)
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Table 6.

Mid-summer food of adult carp from Bear Lake inlet in
1954 and 1955, expressed as percentages of total volume
of stomach contents and as percentages of frequencies of
occurrence. a

Date of collection

June
, 1954

July
1955

July
1954

30

41

80

65

17

39

46

56

57

95

51

86

232.1

128.2

295.1

Number of stomachs
taken
Number of stomachs
containing food
Percent of s tomaohs
containing food
Total volume of
stomach contents (c.c.)

22.7
Percent
Vol., Ooc.

ANIMAL
Insecta
Hemiptera
Coleoptera
,Diptera
(larvae)
(pupae)
Unidentified
Crustaoea
Cladocera
Copepoda
Ostracoda
Mo1iusca (gastropods)

PLANT
Debris
Green fragments
Seeds of aquatios
Algae
SAND & shell fragments
Unidentified material

.

-47 19b

82
70

T

2

17

64
64

Percent

.Y£! • .2££.
51

Percent
Ooc •

~.

12

21

19
1

82
18
82
12

7

6

35
19

16
16

T
16

6

1

6

18 100

~.

100

19
12

T

2

31 100

12
12

76

18

76

17

T

6

82
82
28

30 100
1

2

Percent

!2l.

31 100

T
11

82
16

June
1955

5

1

4

26 100
8 79

2

18
T

2
T

21

95
51

100

20

100
T 31
T
5
1
13

22

100

4

69 100
18 82

32

15
32

6

50 100
15 97

34 100
1

42

3

6

63
46 ·
16
T
T

81
87

2
26
6

1

28

T

13

T

23

18

82

3
1

46
2

27 100
25 100

&william F. Sigler, Ecological and Economic Status of the Carp in Utah
(unpublished ms.), p. 33.
b T equals less than 0.1 percent.
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exclusively a bottom feedero
Utah chub
This species is not abundant in Bear Lake and only a very superfic ial food habit study was made.

There were only ten stomachs analyzed.

Plant material and midge larvae were the most common items.

Three
I,

stomachs, taken from a school of Utah chub accompanying spawing Utah
suckers, contained sucker eggs.
Utah sucker
This fish accounts possibly for the greatest total weight of any
fish in the lake and ranks third numerically.

The large population can

be credited to the ability of the sucker to feed over almost the entire
bottom of the lake.

Al though it does not have a large variety

tom species to feed upon, those present seem to be sufficient.

0

f botThe

stomachs collected for the following analysis (table 7) were from
shallow water. 2
Several factors encountered in the examination of these stomachs
place the "percent of volume" figures in a questionable light, but it
is felt that these figures do indicate the major trends in the food
and feeding of these

fi~h.

Obviously the sand was not taken deliber-

ately but only because in the quest for bottom organisms the sand could
not be separated from food items.

Because of the fact that sand did

make up relatively important volumes in each group, it seemed advisable
to include this item as part of the stomach contents, if for no other
reason than to show that bottom foods were scarce, making it necessary
to stir up large amounts of sand for relatively few organisms.
2.

Tom Hoen, Iowa State Conservation Commission, analyzed the stomachs
and made written observations.
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Table 7.

F.ood of several groups of common suckers (10 to 18 fish per
group) from Bear Lake, Utah, collected in June and July,
1955. (Food items from all individuals of a group were
combined and examined as a unit).a

Collection date
Number of stomachs
in group
Estimated

%of

vol o

June

10

14

% vol. % vol.

14, 1955

July

15
13
17
18
%vol. %vol. %vol. %vol.

. ANIMAL
87
Insecta
2
Ephemeroptera
Odonata
Agrionidae
Coenagrionidae
Trichoptera
(?) Sericostomatidae
Diptera
2
Tendipedidae
2

90

5
5

15
15

35
35

85
45

85
25

80

50

Crustacea
Cladocera
Copepoda
Ostracoda
Hydracarina
Turbell aria
Debris
PLANT
Debris
Filamentous algae
Scirpus seeds
SAND
aprepared by Tom Moen.

5

96
16
T
T
T

87

35

93
3

85
45
T
T

1
1

25

30

50

10

10

T
T
T

T

T
T

10
10

5
5

T

T

T
T
T

3

13, 1955

5

50
5

4

25
25

T

3
3

45
45

90

40

70

20
20
T

15

5

T
2

T
T

10
10

5
5

T
T

T

3

2

10
10
T

5

Two of the collections contained several parasites of th e roundworm group Acanthocephala (the group of 13 taken on June 14 contained
several, and the group of 18 taken on July 13 contained about 30 individuals).

There may have been parasites in the other groups but so

few that they v,ere missed in the examination.
When all groups are considered, small crustaceans

Animal organisms.

were the most important food items except for midge larvae,which
appeared to be slightly more important, but alternated in importance
from one group to the next.

Chydoridae and Rosmi nidae were the prin-

cipal families of cladocerans represented.
identified among the Chydoridae.

Alona rectangula was

Most of the copepods were immature

forms and the identification was difficult because of the loss of
appendages ·.

The order Odonata was represented by damselfly

only one individual was noted in each collection.

n~lffiPhas;

In spite of the

amount of sand occurring in the stomachs 'of all groups, trichoptera
larvae were in only one group.

These ¥ere extremely small cases and ·

larvae tentatively identified as belonging to the family Sericostomatidae.

~ach

case contained a larvae and each case was fairly well intact,

thus reducing the chances that the sand in the other stomachs was from
caddisfly cases.

.

Ephemeroptera occurred as one individual.

Chironomidae were common in the

~roups

able importance in the volume of food.

Pupae of

will re la rvae were of consider-

Hydracarina and Turbellaria

were represented by a few in dividuals except for one collection where
Turbellaria made up 2 percent of the total volume.

Animal debris

consisted of fish scales in one instance and wings of a terreRtrial
beetle in the other.
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Plant material.

The plant material found in the stomachs consisted

largely of the usual debris; no green material of higher plants was
noted.

The cell structure of the filamentous algae had been destroyed

by formalin or a combination of digestive juices and formalin.
The trout
The stomach samples for a food habit study of the rainbow trout,
cutthroat trout, and lake trout were obtained from the fishermen or
when one was inadvertently killed during the investigation.

Because of

the small populations no trout were specifically collected for a food
habit study.

The samples are therefore small.

Lake trout
There were 28 stomachs containing food examined, all of which were
obtained from fishermen, and all contained fish.

Sculpins were in the

majority of stomachs except during December and January when the cisco
was the most common.

This was due to the inshore spawlng schools of
f\

cisco which made them more available to the lake trout.

There was also

an occasional rainbow, whitefish, and sucker taken by lake trout.
primary food items appeared to be the sculpin.
apparently has little trouble finding food.

The

The adult lake trout

Perry (1943) found d\ITing

his study that the primary food items of the lake trout are the sculpin
and cisco.

This corresponds with the findings of this study.

The

sculpin is an important link between the bottom fauna and adult lake
trout and cutthroat trout.
Cutthroat trout
The stomach contents of 24 adult trout were examined.
the important item.

Fish was

This fact was also established during the 1938-42
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study by Wright and Perry.3

The sculpin and Bonneville cisco were the

fish most frequently found in the stomachs.

One 9-pound cutthroat

trout, taken near the time of the cisco spawning runs, contained 17
cisco which were from

S to 7 inches long. On one occasion cutthroat

trout containing planted fish were caught by fishermen just after both
lake trout and rainbow trout plantings >vere made.
stomach contained nine small lake trout.

One cutthroat

The cutthroat trout, like the

lake trout, has little trouble finding food after attaining the size
which allows it to feed upon fish.
"
Rainbmv trout
There were 67 stomachs examined which contained food; all were
from adult fish.

Primarily terrestrial insects were found in about

percent of the stomachs.
with terrestrial beetles.

6S

Three stomachs examined were completely filled
Twenty percent of the stomachs contained

fish, which was the most important food item by volume.
commonly found was the sculpin.

Plant debris was common.

The fish most
Other items

eaten were scuds, terrestrial earthworms, and molluska shells.

The

occurrence of the terrestrial insects coincide with the increased farming activity around the lake, especially the practice of flooding hay
fields and pasture lands.

The irrigation water drained into the lake

carries with it myriads of the terrestrial insects, primarily beetles.
The rainbmv trout probably does most of its feeding ei ther on the surface or on the bottom near shore.

The high occurrence of non-food

items; such as, terrestrial plant fragments, straw, and the mollusca
shells from the lake; indicates the difficulty the rainbow has obtaining
3.

Stillman Wright and L. Edward Perry, unpublished data
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sufficient food in this zone.
Perry's (1943) findings concerning the food habits of the rainbow
agree with this study.

He f ound the most common food items to be

insects, mostly terrestrial, and aquatic c hironomids, both adult and
larvae, with an occasional sculpin or cisco.
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FAC TORS AFFECTING THE BOTTOM FAUNA OF BEAR LAKE

Shape a nd depth
The oval, ' almost rectangular, shape of the
for almost any wind to c reate wave action.

la~e

makes it possible

The dis tance around the

lake, only L8 miles, indicates an unusually even shore I1ne with no
irregularities such as coves and bays.

The average weighted depth of

108 feet, with a surface area of about 110 square miles and the deepest
point about 208 feet, is evidence of a ,deep lake with little shallow
area.

All of these factors decrease the bottom fauna productivity of

the lake.
,

Wave action
This factor which is directly related to the shape and size of the
lake is a very important one as far as the Ii ~tora1 zone is concerned.
The effect of wave action on the shore fauna is one of the most
obvious ecological relations in the lake.
ways.

The wave action acts in two

On the sand beaches the force of the wave causes frequent move-

ment of the particles and the constant washing prevents the accumulation of nutritive organic debris (Rawson, 1930).
prevents the

gr~th

of rooted plants.

This action also

This type of shore constitutes

practically all of the Bear Lake shore line 'and is the least productive
area in the lake.
- Indirectly, the effects of wave action extend to a greater depth
si~ce

they are instrumental in causing currents.

Currents
Sedimentation is directly affected by the currents in a lake.

'Ib.e
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inorganic materials such as silt are carried by streams and wave action
out into the lake, and when they are deposited is dependent upon the
strength of the current.

The continual deposition of silt in the deeper

waters is due to the currents within the lake.

The organic matter with-

in the lake is dependent upon the wave action for distribution.
Currents directly affect the distribution of the bottom fauna by
transporting the organisms or the eggs of the organisms.
Temperature and seasons
'The cold temperature of the water and the short summer probably
slows the growth of algae.

When plants are affected, the bottom fauna

is affected.
Water fluctuation
The water fluctuation is especially destructive to the bottom
fauna of Bear Lake.

This exposes the rocky zone destroying all bottom

organisms associated with that type of habitat.
Chemicals
The magnesium content, according to Myer and Anderson (1952), may
limit the plant growth thus affecting the bottom fauna.
Plankton
The plankton population being as low as it is in Bear Lake must
be an important feature concerning the bottom fauna population.

Accord-

ing to Deevey and Bishop (1942) plankton affects bottom fauna through
the direct conversion of organic material to plankton to living organisms.

This implies that the more plankton per unit area of lake surface,

the more bottom fauna per unit of lake bottom.
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Plants
The rooted aquatic plants in the lake are limited to the very
restricted sheltered s hallow littoral zone.

Th.e absence of thes e

plants most certainly affect the bottom fauna population as has been
discussed previously.
There are ,wi thout question, other factors which affect bottom
fauna besides the ones I have discussed.
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TIlE CIRCULATION OF FOOD MATERIALS

In the water, as on land, the principal food chains and nitrogen
cycle have long been recognized.

Through photosynthetic activity the

phytoplankton provide food for microscopic animals, and these minute
animals provide food for the larger members of the fauna.

This has

been a matter of common knowledge for many years.
Rawson (1930) tried to organize the a vailable knowledge of too
circulation of food materials into a single comprehensive picture
(figure 12).

His figure is applicable to open waters primarily.

littoral shore areas have additional factors involved.

The

I do not

believe it is necessary to elaborate on this food cycle because it is
self-explanatory.
This general cycle is applicable to most any lake or open body
of water and most certainly applies to Dear Lake.

The soil analysis

(table 3) of the bottom ooze from the open water areas of Bear Lake
indicates the presence of basic nutrient materials which have been
accumulating for many years from too decomposed organisms.

Some of

this material is carried out into the open water areas from the inshore
areas by the water currents, depositing it in the deep water zone.

The

organic material found in the ooze of the bottom is the food of the
aquatic eart hworms which makeup about 70 percent of the bottom fauna
in the open water.

The chironomids feed primarily on the detritus

deposited on the lake bottom by the contributing agents.
mids make up about 20 percent of the

bott~m

The chirono-

fauna wLth about 10 percent
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Plo t1 k+., ..
and

Highel' PI_t.

-;

Figure 12 .

The circulation of food materials in a lake .

?rom

~awson,

1930
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being miscellaneous organisms.

These percentages are for the open
~
water only and not the littoral inshore areas. The ostracos, which are
an important bottom fauna group, are not included in the quantitative
section of this study because of preservation difficulties, although
many were collected.
The typical bottom feeding fish such as the whitefish, carp, sucker, Utah chub, and sculpin depend largely on the bottom fauna as food.
The food of the lake trout and cutthroat trout is primarily that of
bottom feeding fish and a plankton feeder, the cisco.
trout has a greater variation of
bottom fauna.

foo~but

The rainbow

some of it is shallow water

The bottom fauna indirectly is the chief source of

food for the game fish of Bear Lake, thus being a very important step
in the food chain and cycle of Bear Lake.
The shore fauna is the most varied and would be the richest in
the lake if there were more shore areas containing protected bays and
coves so that the plants could grow and also more rocky zones.

The

lake would be much more productive if these conditions existed and
would furnish a better habitat for the rainbow trout which appear to
prefer insects to fish as food and also would produce a protected
nursery area for the young fish.

If it were possible to achieve this

condition, Bear Lake would have a better fish population.
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SUMMARY

1.

The quantity of the macroscopic bottom fauna in Bear Lake is

not very high.

The average number of total organisms for all bottom

types is 675 per square meter or 568 per square yard o
2.

The bottom population of Bear Lake is dominated by the aquatic
~v

oligocheata and the diptera.

3.

The sand type bottom produces 15 percent of the total organisms;

silt-sand produces 27 percent, and the silt-marl produces 58 percent
of the total number·of organisms.

4.

The rocky zone and the rooted plant zone produce a large varie-

ty of bottom fauna organisms and would possibly be the most productive
zones on the lake if they constituted a larger proportion of the lake

5.

The bottom pODulation of the littoral zone is sparse due to

the sandy bottom and the very re gular conformity of the shoreline, without coves or bays.

6.

The general shape of the lake is not conducive to a rich bottom

population, especially in the littoral zone because of the wind and wave
action.

7.

The lake has a surface area of 110 square miles and a wei ghted

average depth of about 108 feet at 5923.65 feet elevation above sea
level.

8.

t

The soundi ng of the Bear Lake with a recording fathometer, has

shown the conformity of the lake bottom to be very uniform.

The re are
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no deep holes or canyons.

The deepest point found in the lake was 197

feet at 5,923 feet elevation above sea level.

At the time of the

sou~ding the lake was 8 feet below the legal maximum so the corrected

depth would be 205 feet.

This spot is located at about 1/4 to 1/2

mile off shore just north of the South Eden delta.

9.

The lake is truly an oligotrophic lake, deep, cold, with abun-

dant oxygen, a blue color, and poor in food.
10

0

In order to improve conditions it will be necessary to increase

the shallow littoral protected zones to encourage the increased plant
growth which in turn would increase food production.

This may be

accomplished at some time by building breakwater or jetties out into
the lake from the shallow west side creating artificial bays and coves.
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CHECK LIS T OF FISH IN BEAR LAKEI
Common Name

Scientific Name

Native fish present in Bear Lake:

(!

Cutthroat trout (native)
Bonneville cisco (peaknose)
Mountain whitefish3
Bonneville whitefish
Bear Lake whitefish
Utah sucker
Small fin redside shiner
Utah chub
Carrington's dace
Sculpin

Salmo clarki 2 Richardson
coregonus gemifer Snyder
Coregonus williamsoni Girard
Caregonus spilonotus Snyder
Coregonus agrssicola Snyder
Catostomus arden Jorden and Gilbert
Richardsonium balteatus hydrophlox Cope
Gila atraria Girard
RhInichthys osculus carrin toni Cope
Cottus species (und~scribed

Native fish presumably extinct:
Utah cutthroat trout

Salmo clarki utah Suckley

Introduced fish present in Bear Lake:
Kokanee
Yellowstone cutthroat
Rainbow trout
Brown trout
Lake trout (mackinaw)
Carp
Yellow perch
Green sunfish

Oncorhynchus nerka kennerlyi Suckley
Salmo clarki lewis 3 Girard
gairdneri irideus Gibbons
Salmo trutta fairo Linnaeus
Salvelinus namaycush Walbaum
Cyprinus carpio Linnaeus
Perca flavescens Mitchell
Lepomis cyanellus Rafinesque

sarma

Fish introduced .£! reportedly introduced but not recorded during present
'iriVestigation:

':>

Chum salmon
Silver salmon
Landlocked salmon
Eastern brook trout
Largemouth bass
1.
2.

3.

4.

Oncorhynchus keta Walbaum
Oncorhynchus kisutch Walbaum
Salmo salar Girard
Salvelrnus-fontinalis4 Mitchell
Micropterus salmoides Lacepede

Stocking information furnished by United States Fish and Wildlife
Service, Utah Fish and Game Department, and Idaho Fish and Game
Department.
Subspecies not distinguished in field studies.
Planted and possibly present but not recognized to subspecies.
Present in tributaries.

Check List from McConnell, Clark, and Sigler, 1957.
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APPENDIX

Appendix Table 8

0

Summary of data collected from silt-marl bottom type
Oligocheates
Total _no.
No. samples

Chironomids
Total no.
No. samples

Month

No o samples

Depth (ft.)

Feb. (ice)

24

190

865

36.00

Mar 0 (ice)

4

133

38

9.00

June

12

150

240

20.00

July

8
6

100-150
151-200

87
17$

10.80
29.00

1-

August

8

100-150

53

6.62

4

September

8

100-1$0

379

47.00

October

77

100=150
1$1-200

179
328

25.40
46.60

1

100-1$0
1$1-200

379
527

25040
52.70

3

November

15
10

0.$

0.2

~

Appendix Table 9.

Month

Summary of data collected from silt-sand bottom type

No. samples

Depth (ft.)

01igocheates
Total no o
No. samples

Chironomids
Total no.
No. samples

February
March
June

8

July

IS

50

43

5.30

8

1.00

40-70
71-100

104

9

III

6.14
12.30

112
12

7.70
1.30

August

4
8

40-70
71-100

56
72

14.00
9.00

2
10

.50
1.25

September

4
4

40-70
71-100

244
135

61.00
33.00

8
4

2.00
1.00

October

4
4

40-70
71-100

81
52

20.00
13.00

1

.25

12

40-70
71-100

0
172

14.4

1

.08

November

co

-J

Appendix Table 10.

Summary of data collected from sand bottom type

Depth (ft.)

Oligocheates
Total. noo
No. samples

Chironomids
Total no. Noo samples

IVfonth

No o samples

February

24

50

410

17.09

13

0.54

21
1

1-20
21-40

14
3

.66

85
0

4.00

3.00

August

5
7
8

1-20
21-40
41-50

10
10
1

2.00
1.42
.12

13
13
24

September

8

1-20

40

5.00

26

3.25

October

24
8

1-20
21-40

129
44

5.90
5.40

77
11

3.22
1.36

November

36

1-20

37

1.01

178

4.34

December

20

1-20

224

11.00

43

21.QO

March (ice)
June
July

co
co

